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Vocabulary 

 
On the next page, there are lists of words. 

Each line has a word followed by a list of 5 words. 

Only one of the 5 words is the definition of the first word. 

On your answer sheet, under אוצר מילים: 

Find the question number and mark an x on the letter of your answer. 

 

Let's do two questions together: 

 

* Rose  a)  red dress b)  flower c)  thorn d) garland e) type of a 

hat 

 

The meaning of Rose is 'flower', which is answer b. 

On your answer sheet, under אוצר מילים, find question * and mark an x on b. 

 

** Eldest brother a) the strongest brother b) the tallest brother  

c) the brother that was born first d) someone important  e) heir  

 

The correct meaning of Eldest brother is 'the brother that was born first', which is 

answer c. 

On your answer sheet, under מילים אוצר , find question ** and mark an x on c. 
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COMPLETE THE SENTENCE 

 
In each sentence on the following page, there is one missing word. 

Under each sentence, there are five words – one of them is the correct missing word. 

On your answer sheet, under השלמת משפטים: 

Find the question number and mark an x the letter of your answer. 

 

Let's do two questions together: 

 

* In Israel, it usually ___________ in the winter. 

a) runs  b) eats  c) rains  d) wet  e) shivers  

 

The right word is 'rains' which is answer c.  

On your answer sheet, under השלמת משפטים: 

Find question * and mark an x on c. 

 

** Good friends on a journey make _______ go by faster  

a) the party b) time  c) work d) worrying e) fun 

 

The correct answer is 'time', which is answer b. 

On your answer sheet, under השלמת משפטים: 

Find question ** and mark an x on b. 
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Find the similarity  
 

On the following page, there are pairs of words. There is a certain connection between 

each two words. 

Under each word pair, is a list of 5 word pairs. Find which of the 5 word-pairs has the 

same connection as the pair above. 

 

Let's do two questions together: 

 

*) notebook – pen 

a)chalk-pencil  b) black-board  c)teacher-blackboard   

d) notebook-pupil  e) blackboard-chalk  

 

notebook-pen : you use a pen to write in a notebook. 

Therefore, the matching pair of words is 'blackboard-chalk' because you use chalk to 

write on the blackboard.  

On your answer sheet, under תגילוי הקבלו : 

Find the question number * and mark an x on e. 

 

**)  crying-sad 

a) escaping-surprised b)excited-sensitive c)afraid-hiding d) laughing-happy

 e) crying-cheerful 

  

crying-sad:  if someone cries, that means they're sad. Therefore, the matching pair of 

words is ' laughing-happy' because if someone laughs, that means they are happy. 

On your answer sheet, under תגילוי הקבלו : 

Find the question number ** and mark an x on d. 
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Words that do not belong  

 
On the next page, there are lists with 6 words each.  

In each list, there are 4 words that have something in common and 2 words that do not 

belong.  

In each list, find the 2 words that do not belong. 

On your answer sheet, under the הדופן-מציאת יוצאי : 

Find the question number and mark x on the two letters of your answer. 

 

Let's do two questions together: 

 

* a) Lilly b) Daffodil c) Lilac d) Cactus e) Rose f) Orange 

 

'Lily', 'Daffodil', 'Lilac' and 'Rose' are all flowers.  

'Cactus' and 'Orange' are not flowers, therefore, they do not fit in, and they are 

answers d and f.  

On your answer sheet, under הדופן- מציאת יוצאי : 

Find question *, and mark x on d and f. 

 

** a) table b) couch  c) window   d) closet e) coat  

f) chair 

 

'table', ' couch', ' closet' and ' chair' are all furniture.  

'window' and 'coat ' are not furniture , therefore, they do not fit in. 

On your answer sheet, under הדופן- מציאת יוצאי : 

Find question ** and mark x on c and e. 
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Arithmetic questions 

 
On the next page, there are arithmetic questions. Under each question, there are 5 

answers.  

There is only one correct answer for each question. 

On your answer sheet, under בעיות חשבון, Mark x on the correct answer for each 

question.  

This time, we will not do example questions together.  

You may use the blank sheet of paper you  had received to scribble your 

calculations. 

 

 
1. If a third of a ruler is 40 centimeters long, what is the total length of the ruler? 

a) 5 b) 25 c) 100 d) 220 e) 120 

  
2. Dan wants to buy books for 7 shekel each. How many books can Dan buy for 28 

shekels? 

a) 5 b) 20 c) 4 d) 7 e) 6 

  
  

ANSWERES: 1.e, 2.c  
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Arithmetic 
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